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HIGH QUALITY EUROPEAN
PRODUCTION, 21ST CENTURY GREEN
TECHNOLOGY

WELLNESS IN
YOUR
wellis.eu

HOME
facebook.com/wellis.eu

WELLIS engineers strive to integrate their latest technical innovations with
Style and purpose. Our experts draw upon the experience of ancient
Eastern massage culture, coupled them with the science of modern
hydrotherapy, and innovate with the latest ecofriendly materials. Specially
designed adjustable warm water jets, programmable massage systems,
warm air therapy, aromatherapy infusions, and selectable mood lighting
are just some of our wellness innovations.
Automated production, ecological materials and short transport miles
demonstrate our ongoing green commitment.

Our increasingly stressful lives cry out for those little
oasis of calm, a chance to catch up with ourselves,
make the hurly burly stop for a few precious moments
of self indulgent sanity.

Enjoying a WELLIS spa can bring many therapeutic benefits - or perhaps
its just discovering that priceless moment of “me” or “family” time that
completes the WELLIS experience.
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SPA SHELL COLOURS
We have a comprehensive range of 4
beautiful contemporary shades for our
spas that will harmonise with any setting
– indoor or out.

SNOW WHITE

PEARL WHITE

FJORD indoor
immersion pool

Dimensions: 1500 × 1600 × 1050 mm
Heat pump control system
Built in heat pump 4,5 kW
WPS frame
1 x 16A 230V / 50 HZ
Antibacterial filter
Thermo cover

STERLING
SILVER

WEATHERPROOF
COMPOSITE CABINET
No more sanding, oiling and messy
maintenance of a traditional timber
cabinet. Our spa cabinets are made
from a UV resistant polymer material that
looks as good as real wood but is entirely
maintenance free.
The contemporary colours suit both
interior and garden settings. If you prefer
the look of traditional wood, we also
provide the option of a beautiful (and
extremely durable) surface-treated
Canadian red cedar cabinet.

LIGHT GREY

CEDAR

OPTION: STAINLESS
STEEL SPA GRIP
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RIVER JETS
RIO GRANDE

Dimensions: 5870 x 2300 x 1500 mm
Places: 1 reclining places, 3 sitting places
2 x 3 HP + 1 x 2 HP
3 x 2 HP + 1 HP Circ.
Silent™ hot air blower
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
Stainless steel frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
58 jets (3 river jets)
2 x UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy
Thermo cover

•

new design

•

More consistent, provide
powerful water flow
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AMAZONAS

Dimensions: 5460 × 2300 × 1500 mm
Places: 3 sitting places
1 x 3 HP 2 speed + 1 HP Circ. hydro
massage pump
1 x 3 HP swimspa pump
Stainless steel frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
37 jets (1 river jet)
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Auxiliary control panel (1 button)
Thermo cover

DANUBE

Dimensions: 4000 × 2300 × 1500 mm
1 x 3 HP 2 Speed swimspa pump
Stainless steel frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
1 river jet
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Thermo cover

AMAZONAS POWER
Dimensions: 5460 × 2300 × 1500 mm
Places: 3 sitting places

1 x 3 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
3 x 2 HP + 1 HP Circ. swimspa pump
Stainless steel frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
39 jets (3 river jets)
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Auxiliary control panel (1 button)
Thermo cover

DANUBE POWER

Dimensions: 4000 × 2300 × 1500 mm
3 x 2 HP + 1 HP Circ. swimspa pump
Stainless steel frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
3 river jets
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Thermo cover
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WELLONE

PREMIUM
OXYGEN THERAPY SPA

THE LEATHERETTE SIDE COVER
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COLOURS:

Dimensions: 2000×1100×720 mm
Places: 1 reclining place

1 pc 2 HP hydro massage pump
1 pc 2 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
WPS frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
48 jets
UV-C water sanitizer
Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Design leatherette side cover
Solid Surface topside cover
AQUASOUL™ 2.1 POP-UP sound system
MicroSilk® OXYGEN THERAPY system
Thermo cover

TIME FOR YOURSELF
WELLONE

DELUXE

Dimensions: 2000×1100×720 mm
Places: 1 reclining place
1 pc 2 HP hydro massage pump
1 pc 2 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
WPS frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
48 jets
UV-C water sanitizer
Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Design leatherette side cover
Solid Surface topside cover
Thermo cover

BLACK WAVY

BLACK DOTTY
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OLYMPUS

PREMIUM

Dimensions: 3540 x 2300 x 980 mm
Places: 2 reclining places, 7 sitting places
2 X 3 HP + 2 X 2 HP +1HP Circ.
Silent™ hot air blower
Stainless steel frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
100 jets (2 counterflow jets, lightning
option)
UV-C water sanitizer (in.clear optional)
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy
PULSAR™ massage system
SmartPhone application
AQUASOUL™ 4.1 sound system
Auxiliary control panel (1 button, 4 button)
Thermo cover

OLYMPUS

DELUXE

Dimensions: 3540 x 2300 x 980 mm
Places: 2 reclining places, 7 sitting places
2 X 3 HP + 2 X 2 HP +1HP Circ.
Silent™ hot air blower
Stainless steel frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
100 jets (2 counterflow jets, lightning
option)
UV-C water sanitizer (in.clear optional)
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy, PULSAR™ massage system
Thermo cover
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EVEREST

PREMIUM

Dimensions: 2360 × 2360 × 950 mm
Places: 2 reclining places, 3 sitting places
2 pcs 3 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
2 pcs 2 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
Silent™ hot air blower
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
WPS frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
98 jets (10 air jets)
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy, PULSAR™ massage system
SmartPhone application
AQUASOUL™ 4.1 sound system
Auxiliary control panel (1 button, 4 button)
Thermo cover

KILIMANJARO

PREMIUM

Dimensions: 2300 × 2300 × 940 mm
Places: 1 reclining place, 5 sitting places

2 pcs 3 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
1 pc 2 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
Silent™ hot air blower
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
WPS frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
76 jets (12 air jets)
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy, PULSAR™ massage system
SmartPhone application
AQUASOUL™ 2.1 POP-UP sound system
Auxiliary control panel (1 button, 4 button)
Thermo cover
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EVEREST DELUXE

2 pcs 3 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
2 pcs 2 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
Silent™ hot air blower
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
WPS frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
98 jets (10 air jets)
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy

EVEREST START

1 pc 3 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
1 pc 3 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
50 jets
Ozone generator
Exclusive chromotherapy lighting

KILIMANJARO DELUXE

2 pcs 3 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
1 pc 2 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
Silent™ hot air blower
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
WPS frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
76 jets (12 air jets)
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy

KILIMANJARO START

1 pc 3 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
1 pc 3 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
50 jets
Ozone generator
Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
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ELBRUS

PREMIUM

Dimensions: 2180 × 2180 × 910mm
Places: 7 sitting places
3 pcs 2 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
Silent™ hot air blower
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
WPS frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
76 jets (14 air jets)
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy, PULSAR™ massage system
SmartPhone application
AQUASOUL™ 2.1 POP-UP sound system
Auxiliary control panel (1 button, 4 button)
Thermo cover

ELBRUS 230

PREMIUM

Dimensions: 2300 × 2300 × 900 mm
Places: 7 sitting places

3 pcs 3 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
Silent™ hot air blower
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
WPS frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
76 jets (14 air jets)
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy, PULSAR™ massage system
SmartPhone application
AQUASOUL™ 4.1 sound system
Auxiliary control panel (1 button, 4 button)
Thermo cover

ELBRUS DELUXE

3 pcs 2 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
Silent™ hot air blower
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
WPS frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
76 jets (14 air jets)
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy

ELBRUS START

1 pc 3 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
1 pc 3 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
41 jets
Ozone generator
Exclusive chromotherapy lighting

ELBRUS 230 DELUXE

3 pcs 3 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
Silent™ hot air blower
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
WPS frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
76 jets (14 air jets)
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy

ELBRUS 230 START

1 pc 3 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
1 pc 3 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
41 jets
Ozone generator
Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
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ACAPULCO
Dimensions: 2400 mm
Places: 6 sitting places

DEEP-IN

3 pcs 2 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
Silent™ hot air blower
Water circulation pump
Metal structure
40 jets (10 air jets)
UV-C water sanitizer
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Thermo cover

ACAPULCO

FREESTANDING

Dimensions: 3800 × 2400 × 1000 mm
Diameter: 2400 mm
Places: 6 sitting places

3 pcs 2 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
Silent™ hot air blower
Water circulation pump
Metal structure
40 jets (10 air jets)
UV-C water sanitizer
Isolated buffer tank (~ 800 l)
Sand filter for personal use 1 (6 m³/h)
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Limestone step cover
Hand rail
Auxiliary control panel (1 button, 4 button)
Thermo cover
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RIO

218

Dimensions: 2180 × 910 mm
Places: 4 sitting places + 1 for children
1 pc 2 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
22 jets
Ozone generator
Central chromotherapy lighting
Thermo cover

RIO 200

Dimensions: 2000 × 910 mm
Places: 4 sitting places + 1 for children
1 pc 1,5 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
12 jets
Ozone generator
Central chromotherapy lighting
Thermo cover
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PALERMO

DELUXE

Dimensions: 2180 × 2180 × 870 mm
Places: 2 reclining places, 3 sitting places
2 pcs 3 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
Silent™ hot air blower
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
WPS frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
57 jets (10 air jets)
Ozone generator
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy
Thermo cover

MANHATTAN

DELUXE

Dimensions: 2130 × 1600 × 750 mm
Places: 1 reclining place, 2 sitting places
2 pcs 2 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
Silent™ hot air blower
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
WPS frame
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
36 jets (6 air jets)
Ozone generator
Central + Exclusive chromotherapy lighting
Aromatherapy
Thermo cover

PALERMO STANDARD

2 pcs 2 HP 1 speed hydro massage pump
LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
37 jets
Ozone generator
Exclusive chromotherapy lighting

PALERMO START

1 pc 3 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
30 jets
Central chromotherapy lighting

MANHATTAN STANDARD

1 pc 3 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
20 jets
Central chromotherapy lighting

MANHATTAN INDOOR

1 pc 3 HP 2 speed hydro massage pump
3kW/230V/50Hz heater
20 jets
Central chromotherapy lighting
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NEW SPA EQUIPMENTS

*

WELLIS REDOX / FREE CHLORINE SYSTEM
WELLIS redox and WELLIS FREE CHLORINE dosing systems offer a
smart, simple and economic solution that keeps your spa water safe,
crystal clear and wonderfully pleasant for a whole year between
water changes. We created a nice cover for our new dosing system,
which will be insulated and heated, so also in the winter time the
dosing system can continue to work. It gives us an easy access to
make the neccessary settings and to change the chemical tanks.

HEAT PUMP
The heat pump we will offer to the Wellis range for those spas, which
are equipped with a Laing circulation pump. The heat pump allows
not just to have an additional heating, but you have also the possibility to cool down the water. This allows the customer to save on
the energy costs up to 30%.

SAND FILTER SET FOR PRIVATE USE
Optionally available system, which can replace the antibacterial
cartridge filter - a basic equipement. The system is installed outside
of the pool house. Recommended for public institutions.
Available in different sizes.

*Please contact your WELLIS dealer for more information.
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SPA EQUIPMENT, AVAILABLE SPA OPTIONS

*

AROMATHERAPY

UV-C WATER SANITIZER

WPS CABINET FRAME

The aromatic scents can enhance your mood, and aid

Our exclusive WELLIS UV-C water sanitization is light,

Immortality for the spa cabinet`s frame! The special

deep relaxation. Smells are one of our most evocative

compact and very powerful. Using just a tiny amount

mixture of hardwood and polymers ensures excep-

senses, triggering memories and changing perceptions.

of power, it will silently, safely, and automatically treat

tionalstability and life for the Spa’s structural frame –

Our aromatherapy system is simple to use and cost effec-

the entire spa bathing water, many times each day,

protecting and extending the life of your investment

tive too with its resealable cartridges.

ensuring crystal clear, whilst minimizing the use of

even further.

additional sanitizers.

AUXILIARY PANELS

AQUASOUL™ SOUND SYSTEM

PULSAR™ MASSAGE SYSTEM

We recommend our additional panels to public

WELLIS AquaSoul™ sound system: 4-channel amplifier with a

The PULSAR™ Massage System lets you choose from 9

and the main control unit placed away from the

Bluetooth receiver, waterproof controller in the acrilyc shell,

different massage programs in one of the spas seats

pool, bathers can be prevented from reprogram-

Subwoofer (120 W), pop-up speakers (50 W each) or/and rim

or beds. Simply select the program and speed and the

ming the carefully configured filtering and heating

speakers (35 W each).

jets will pulse on and off to send the massage up and

cycles, since they can only switch on and off the

down your body.

massage motors. One additional panel is needed

LAING ENERGY EFFICIENT
CIRCULATION PUMP

institutions in particular. With these panels installed

for each massage motor.

CHROMOTHERAPY
LIGHTING

SILENT™ HOT AIR BLOWER

ard equipment to most of our spas. With its very low pow-

Built-in central RGB chromotherapy lighting: 1 lamp with 55 pcs LED.

Our exclusive German built Silent™ hot air blower system is extremely qui-

er consumption (around 40% less than a typical circulation

The exclusive WELLIS on-demand colour therapy moodlighting, includes

et at less than 60 db. The system is fitted as standard to all our blower

pump) and almost silent running this pump can provide

between 12 and 20 water line led point lights within the bathing area.

equipped spas. The warmed air combined with a sparkle effect gently

We fit the LAING low energy eco circulation pump as stand-

significant savings off the spas overall running costs.

caresses and oxygenates your skin. Much more comfortable than the more
common cold air systems, our heated air reduces heat loss from the water.

OZONE GENERATOR

SMARTPHONE
APPLICATION WITH WIFI
CONNECTION

Our ozone generator injects ozone into the plumbing system where it is

The SmartPhone application is a brand new development

more than normal with microbubbles. These microbubbles are able to enter

pre-mixed with circulating water, this neutralizes any bacteria, viruses and

for our massage spas. Immediate access and remote con-

the skin’s pores, removing impurities, carrying oxygen for improved metabo-

other contaminates.

trol. You can set the water temperature and circulation and

lism, lightly caressing skin for exfoliation, and improving hydration for dry skin.

you can even check the current status of the spa.

OXYGEN THERAPY™

WELLIS MicroSilk® OXYGEN THERAPY™ oxygenates the spa’s water up to 70%
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1. WELLIS SPA UMBRELLA
Perfect for rain or shine our spa brolly utilises the weight of the spa to hold it in place.
It can be opened, closed or tilted with ease by a simple hand crank, whilst its height
can be adjusted at the push of a button.

WELLIS SPAZIANO TRAY

Height: 260 cm, Umbrella diameter: 275 cm

The plastic tray has a stainless steel support

THERMO COVER

that can be mounted to the side panel of

We manufacture all our own covers to ensure consistent

2. WELLIS TOWEL BAR

the spa cabinet and can also be rotated

quality and the highest level of thermal insulation

A useful accessory for any spa on

360 degrees.

effectiveness. This helps to keep our customer’s energy

which you can store your towel

costs to a minimum. The top surface slopes like a house

and clothes without them getting

roof so that rain can easily run off.

wet or creased. Folds away

XTREME™ WINTER COVER

1.

between uses.

The Xtreme™ cover is for extreme winter climates where

3. WELLISTEP

the temperature is often below zero. Its extra thickness

Maintenance free spa steps,

WOODEN SPA STEP

(150 mm at the centre) increases its insulation properties

90 cm-wide and 300 kg load

Simple straight forward steps work well with

as well as adding strength to cope with high snow loads.

bearing capacity, made of UV-

our Floor Mount Handrail to provide easy,

Not recommended for more temperate climates.

resistant plastic with anti-slip

4.
2.

rubber treads - the best choice

safe access in and out of your spa.

for your WELLIS spa.

3.

Size: 900 x 610 x 400 mm

4. WELLIS SPA GRIP SPA RAIL
The rust-proof rails have an anti-slip foam rubber grip and can be fixed to the

FLOOR MOUNT HANDRAIL

UNIVERSAL THERMO COVER LIFTING DEVICE

side panel of the spa cabinet to provide convenient and safe access in and
out of the spa.

The thermal cover folds around this frame and cantilevers

This rail bolts into the ground to form a

over the rear edge of the spa, very easy operation

SCANDINAVIAN INSULATION

really secure full length handrail suitable

whatever the size or weight of the cover.

For extreme climates we offer the option of

for commercial as well as domestic spas

our “Scandinavian” insulation. This has a much

when total access security is required.

higher insulation rating with triple layer Polyfoam
panels and additional under spa rim and floor
pan insulation.

WELLIS SPA BAG
The WELLIS insulated Spa Bag provides protection

SPA WAND

THERMAL COVER CADDY

The SPA WAND manual pool cleaner is a

Simply lift up the frame arms, slide the thermal cover

reduce electricity costs even further during the

great device for collecting particles from

into them, and lower back down to quickly and easily

colder winter months.

the footwell and seats without needing to

remove and stow your cover out of harms way. Easy one

drain down the water.

person operation.

from the weather. It is also insulated to help

*Please contact your WELLIS dealer for more information.
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